**Instruction Writing**

We would like you to write a set of instructions for a meal you have had at home.

You can help prepare the meal or ask someone at home what they did to make the food. Your meal could be your breakfast, lunch or evening meal.

For your instruction writing, you can write up the recipe you or your family member used or the cooking/preparation instructions, e.g. for cereal or a sandwich or a ready prepared meal. If you would like to, draw a picture or share a photograph of your meal along with your writing.

This is a short checklist to remind you of what you need to do when writing a set of instructions:

| Use "How to..." in the title |
| Lists (e.g. ingredients/ equipment) |
| Numbers/letters or bullet points to show order |
| Openers that show order - Firstly, then, next, lastly ... |
| Short, clear sentences |
| Photo/illustration |